TCM in Egypt towards Better Practice
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Commentary

Egyptians which number almost one hundred million habitats have skilled medical practitioners in all modern medical fields and they had as well-known history dated since pharos for medical herbal and unique healing procedures but they know little about Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) except that natural Chinese herbs (Materia Medica) and acupuncture are adequate for relieving pain and losing weight [1].

In recent years, some doctors have become more interested in TCM and have tried their best to introduce acupuncture to medical practice in Egypt with good response from the public in many private clinics but with limited scope of TCM knowledge and narrow spectrum of indications.

However acupuncture and other TCM therapeutic scope in Egypt should be increased to cover many other medical problems treated worldwide with TCM. Currently, there is only one acupuncture clinic in the public hospitals [1].

Egyptian government hasn’t established yet a formal acupuncture educational system nor adopted legal regulation for its practice or malpractice, so there is no uniform way for practitioners to learn acupuncture. As a result, expertise of the acupuncture practitioner is uneven and needs to be improved.

As mentioned before government hasn’t set up a statute concerning the control of Chinese medicine; so many Chinese medical practices are not under supervision making this practice is liable to many malpractice events. The requirements and scope set up a good opportunity to allow Chinese acupuncture to be established in Egypt [2].

Comparatively, the pharmaceutical industry in Egypt is very skilled, and has built up an effective marketing system with an advanced industry standard. With the development of the economy and incomes, per capita consumption of medicines has increased steadily. The rate can reach to 5% to 7%. Production of new medicines cannot meet demand for the lack of advanced techniques. As a result, there is the need to import medicines which takes up 7% of the consumption [3].

In the last few years, materia medica output in Egypt increased 10.7% and per capita consumption increased 8.5% annually. But the profit margin is only 20% because of the scarcity of patents, price controls and the small per capita consumption [4].

The government has supported underrepresented market development such as pharmaceutical plants including Chinese herbs that could put a new pharmacy industry in competition with that of other countries [5].

There are plenty of kinds of plants with great medicinal value in Egypt [6]. At present, there is local production and sales of such neutraceuticals as america ginseng tablets, aloe capsules, and honeysuckle tablets from china. Pharmaceuticals have to be registered first in order to be approved, produced and/or imported into Egypt [7]. Registration usually needs from several months to two or three years and can be really quite complex [8].

To enhance the TCM practice in Egypt, group of TCM practitioners succeeded to establish a clinical fellowship program which is planned to start soon to train Egyptian western medicine-oriented doctors on traditional medicine including TCM. This will be with the government of PRCs help in training Egyptian doctors either in china or in Egypt by inviting some Chinese doctors to visit Egypt.

At the end of this summary, TCM is an acceptable stream of medical practice for Egyptians based on their historical links to herbal medicine and natural healing procedures practiced by them since before history, but a governmental efforts are needed towards legalization of TCM and to establish a uniform educational TCM system in medical schools to qualify medical practitioners to be able to conduct TCM services.

Those all can be backboned by efforts from international societies such as WHO and other societies concerned with providing TCM as a complementary to western medical services specially in developing countries such as Egypt.
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